
SHAPING THE
WORLD OF
TOMORROW
Design Software for Additive Manufacturing



Additive Manufacturing is a reality today but many
companies are still bound to traditional design
methods.

We have built The Solution: TOffeeAM, a cloud-
based design platform powered by machine
learning, gene expression programming, and the
latest development in software engineering.

WHAT WE DO

INTELLIGENT DESIGN FOR
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
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The potential of additive
manufacturing has yet to be
exploited!

Actual engineering designs are
mostly the results of human
experience, constraining
manufacturing techniques, and
an expensive “trial and error”
approach.



TOffeeAM is the acronym for Topology Optimisation
For Fluids enginEEring and Additive Manufacturing.

WHAT WE DO

INTELLIGENT DESIGN FOR
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Our Software - TOffee - only
requires a design space, the
fluid/material conditions, and
the type of performance that
needs to be optimized.

Through a process of
generative design and AI, it
builds for you the optimum
design for your engineering
component.
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Yes, it is so simple!



TOffeeAM runs on AWS, leveraging cloud computing
to allow your simulations to run at large scale without
the expense of buying and maintianing your own
hardware.

WHAT WE DO

WE ARE IN THE CLOUD!
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Security for cloud services is well
established and they are used by
numerous institutions including
banks and security services.

We don't collect any of your data!
When you leave and download all
the results, the data are
automatically removed from the
cloud - unless the client wanted to
store it online.

You'll just need a TOffeeAM account to access
our AI system and Topology Optimization
software.



WHAT WE DO

Since then our expertise has
grown a lot and we addressed
other industries like
Automotive and Energy to
create topology optimised
solutions for our clients.

INDUSTRIES

Our journey began in 2015 in
the Aerospace sector with
applications linked to cooling
systems inside gas turbines. 
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TURBINE BLADE
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

Optimisation of Heat exchanger internal  
structure of a gas turbine blade 
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For gas turbines, the turbine
blades are often the limiting
component.

The highest temperature in the
cycle occurs at the end of the
combustion process, and it is
limited by the maximum
temperature that the turbine
blades can withstand.



TURBINE BLADE
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

Optimisation of Heat exchanger internal  
structure of a gas turbine blade 
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There are many different methods of cooling, such
as internal air channels, boundary layer cooling, and
thermal barrier coatings, that allow high
temperatures without damaging the turbine blades.

Here you can see a
comparison between the
actual internal design and
the one produced by
TOffee.

Toffee obtained a complex
shape, beyond what a
human mind could think of,
and it's significantly more
efficient than the previous
design!



Gas turbines are designed for
steady-state conditions but flow
reversal may occur during
transients, causing pressure loss.

Valves prevent flow reversal by
ensuring the flow follows one
direction.

Have you ever heard of the Tesla
Valve?

It allows fluid to flow preferentially
in one direction, without moving
parts, increasing resistance for
reverse flow.

FLUID VALVES
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

Design of Valves Without Moving Parts
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Forward flow

Reverse flow



Using TOffee, we were able to create our own
optimised 3Ddesign with performance even
superior to Tesla Valve!

The optimisation is done to decrease pressure
losses of a forward flow while blocking the
reverse flow.

FLUID VALVES
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

Design of Valves Without Moving Parts
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FLUID VALVES
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

Design of Valves Without Moving Parts -
Results
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THEY TRUST
US
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... and many others we cannot disclose!



OUR
PARTNERS
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